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I. INTRODUCTION

Object of this report

Since 1975, when Unesco published a report on Legal questions of the applica–
tions of microfilm, a number of changes in the law on admissibility have been made—
or initiated in various countries.

The Council of Europe, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and the International Micrographic Congress (IMC) have also taken an interest in the
problem.

In May 1979, Unesco offered to prepare a new report for
tee of the International Council on Archives. Its aim was as

to collect and analyse information on the admissibility
evidence and their acceptability, including legislation
the subject;

the Executive Commit-
follows:

of microforms as
and regulations on

in the light of this new information, to revise and bring up to date the pre-
vious report (Unesco-COM-75/WS/30), referred to above) ;

to draw up a plan taking into account comments and suggestions from directors
of national archives, government archives services, and other organizations
concerned.

The International Microfilm Committee, a working group of the International
Council on Archives specializing in this problem, was asked to prepare the report.
The suggestion was on the agenda of the Microfilm Committee’s annual meeting held
in Oslo from 28 May to 1 June 1979, and the Committee asked Mr Georges Weill (France)
to put forward a work plan.

The plan was submitted in September 1979 and a draft report followed, which
was examined by the Microfilm Committee at its annual meeting held in Dublin from
10 to 13 September 1980.

A further six months was asked for to allow the writer of the report to incor-
porate the suggestions and comments of those members of the Committee who were pre-
sent at the meeting. It was also decided that the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) , which held its annual meeting in London from 17 to
21 November 1980, should be kept informed of the questions under consideration.
Thus the writer of the report was able to include the information passed on at the
meeting (20 November 1980) of the ad hoc commission set up by the ISO to correlate
the various points of view on the admissibility of microfilm records as evidence.

The report is based on the 1975 Unesco report, on the books and articles to
which reference is made, and on information obtained from 17 national and inter-
national bodies. For various reasons, some information has not been analysed in
detail. The author believes, however, that the documentation presented in the
report, which brings together the most important recent reforms concerning the law
on admissibility, will enable the reader to form an opinion on the present trends
in legislation and regulations concerning the admissibility of microforms as
evidence.
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A summary of the report was submitted to the Reprography Committee of the ICA
at its annual meeting in Palermo from 3 to 6 June 1981.

B. Acknowledgements

I should like to express my gratitude to all my archivist colleagues who have
kindly helped with the documentation of this report, and to the various people who
have helped to clarify technical or legal details in their own field:

Mr Albert Leisinger, Director of the Scientific Division of the National Archives
in Washington, Secretary of the International Microfilm Committee;

Mr Frank B. Evans, Division of the General Information Programme, Archives Programme
Specialist, Unesco, Paris;

Dr Harmut Weber, Landesarchiv Direktion, Stuttgart (Fed. Rep. of Germany);

Mr Sven Haverlingr Assistant Director of Military Archives, Stockholm (Sweden) ;

Dr Daphne Gifford, Head of the Research Department, Public Records Office, London

(United Kingdom);

Mr Chaim Sarid, Director of the Archives of the Ministry of Defence, Tel Aviv
(Israel);

Mr Bechara Habib, Director–General of the National Archivesr Beirut (Lebanon) ;

Mr Jarvinen, Chief of the Archives Sectionr Unesco, Paris;

Mr O. Gauye, Director of the Swiss Federal Archives, Berne;

Mr J.P. Dumas, Judge, Chef du Bureau du Droit Civil Général, Direction des Affaires
Civiles et du Sceau, Ministry of Justicer Paris;

Miss Rose Martin, Chef de la Division Informatique, Secteur Tertiaire, Association
Française de Normalisation, Paris-La Défense;

MITII.S Grillo, Principe and Malizia, Archivists at the Ufficio Centrale per i Beni
Arhivistici, Rome;

Mr Lucia-Nardi, Head of the Laboratory of the Centro di Fotoriproduzione dell’
Ar(;hivio Centrale dello State, Rome;

Mr C. Kesckemeti, Executive Secretary of the International Council on Archives,
Paris.

II. BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. General studies on the admissibility of microfilm as evidence

1. BACSO (J.), BORSA (I.), SCHELNITZ (G.), Legal problems of the use of micro-
films (outlines), in Bulletin of the Microfilm Committeer No. 4, pp. 18–20.

2. BORSA (I.), BACSO (J.), SCHELNITZ (G.) , Legal questions of the applications of
microfilms, Unesco document COM-75/WS/30, Paris 1975. 40 pp. + 7 pp. of
appendices, 4° , multigr.
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BORSA (I.), BACSO (J.), SCHELNITZ (G.), Legal questions of the applications of
microfilms, in Bulletin of the Microfilm Committee of the ICA, No. 5, pp. 21-65,

Budapest, 1976.

Unesco Bulletin for Libraries, Vol. XXX, No. 2, March-April 1976, pp. 71-77,
under the title: Legal validity of microfilms: some recommendations. Relevant
only to Section IX (Recommendations) of the report.

Council of Europe, Committee of experts on reproduction and recording of
documents, Final Report, Document CJ-RE-GT (79) 2, Strasbourg, 1979, 12 pp. +
1 p., 4°, multigr.

KRAUSKOPF (Dr.) , Die rechtliche Aspekte des Beweiswertes der Mikroformen.
Situation in den Mitgliedstaaten des Europaratesr Strasbourg, Seminar on the
admissibility of microforms as evidence, 8–9 May 1981, 4°, multigr.

Books and articles on micrography

LEISINGER (Albert H.) , Microphotography for archives, Washington, ICA, 1968,
34 pp. + 33 ill., 8°, offset.

La Microphotographie aux Archivesr tr. Chr. Gut, Brussels, International
Council for Archives, 1975 (translation of preceding).

Dictionnaire de la reprographie, Termes et definitions, Munich, Verlag Documen-
tation Saur KG, 1976, 273 pp., 8°. Second impression of 3rd edition; trilingual
dictionary (French, English, German) , 685 entries.

SCHWARTZ (Danièle) , Conservation des images fixes, Paris, Documentation Française,
Inter-Photothèquer Guide pratique des photothèques, 1977, 166 pp., 8°,
illustrated. Practical and technical advice on maintenance and conservation
of photographs on all kinds of materials, including silver films.

DALGARD (S.), Regulations or requirements for microfilm records, 2nd draft,
Copenhagen 1978-1979, 13 pp., 4°, multigr. Draft survey of the best technical
standards ensuring security in the permanent practical use of microfilm.
Incomplete.

Vocabulaire de la Micrographier Conseil International de la langue françaiser

Paris, Hachette, 185 pp., 8°.

Specialized bibliography arranged according to country

CANADA

i.

). . .

).

Canadian Government Specifications Board, Standard for microfilm as documentary
evidence, Review Board Draft, document 72-GP-11, February 1979, 7 pp. + 6 pp.,
4°, multigr.

Norme nationale du Canada, Microfilm, preuves littérales, Ottawar Canadian
Government Specifications Board, document CAN 72-11-79, 14 pp., August 1979,
parallel text in English and French. The same text as 1, with the addition of
an introduction.

Microfilm as Documentary Evidence, in Consensus, published by the Standards
Council of Canada, Vol. 6, No. 4, October 1979, pp. 3-5. Commentary on the
standard and background to its development.
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4. Le microfilm comme preuve littérale, in Consensus, bulletin published by
Standards Council of Canadar Vol. 6, No. 4, October 1979, pp. 3–5. An incom–
plete and inaccurate translation of 3 above.

5. Federal Property Management Rgs. ~101-11-502, Micrographs, pp. 105-112.
Gives the official standards for the production, use, conservation and verifi–
cation of microfilm in government archives.

6. The Admissibility of Evidence, A review and Recommendation, Canadian Microgra-
phic Society, January 1979, 30 p., multigr.

FRANCE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

CHAMOUX (J.P.), L’évolution du droit de la preuve dans le droit des affaires,
Etude sur le microfilm, dans Compte Général du Ministère de la Justice (pour
1974), Paris, Documentation Française, 1976, pp. 131-183, 4°. Recommends the— —
use of ultra–violet photography.

Journal Officiel de la République Française, Série Débats parlementaires, Sénat,
2e session de 1978-1979, annexe au procès-verbal de la séance du 10 mai 1979,
No. 324, Rapport sur la proposition de loi sur la preuve testimonial, by
M. Rudloff, 38 p. 4°. Recommends recognition of admissibility of copies as
evidence.

, 2e session de 1978–1979 No. 35 du 17 mai 1979, séance du
16 mai 1979, pp. 1038-1316. The passing of the bill.

Série Documents parlamentaires, No. 1073, Assemblée Nationale,
2e session ordinaire de 1978-1979, annexe au procès–verbal de la séance du
17 mai 1979, Proposition de loi adopté par le Sénat relative à la preuve des
actes juridiques. Text of bill modifying Article 1334 of the Civil Code.

Série Documents parlementaires, No. 1801, A.N., annexe au
procès-verbal de la séance du 12 juin 1980, distribué le 19 juin 1980, Rapport
de M. Cellard au nom de la Commission des lois sur la proposition de loi,

— —

32 p. Modification of the bill, passed by the Senate. See comments below,
Chapter IV, France, C.

Série Débats parlementaires, Assemblée Nationale No. 49 (R.R.)
dated 25 June 1980, lère séance du 24 juin 1980, pp. 2188-2195.

Série Documents parlementaires, Sénat, No. 335, Proposition
de loi modifiée par l’A.N. Parliamentary documents relating to proof of legal
acts, as passed to the President of the Senate. 4 p.

r Série Documents parlementaires, Sénatr No. 343, Rapport de
M. Marcel Rudloff au tours de la commission des lois. Report on modification
of bill relating to proof of legal acts. 20 p.

Série Débats parlementaires, Sénat,
séance du 29 juin 1980, pp. 3313-3315.

No. 66 dated 30 June 1980,

Lois et Décrets, No. 163 dated 13 July 1980, p. 1755, loi
No. 80-525 du 12’juillet 1980 relative à la preuve des actes juridiques.
Nos. 6–9 concern the legislative procedure for modifying the Civil Code as
decided by the National Assembly. No. 10 publishes the law changing the rules
of admissibility.
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Journal Officiel de la République Française, Lois et Décrets, No. 164 dated
14-16 July 1980, p. 1788, decree No. 80-533 dated 15 July 1980, concerning
application of Article 1341 of the Civil Code.

AFNOR experimental standard, Z 43-061, Micrographier Microfilms de 16 mm des-
tinés à être substitués aux documents originauxr férier 1980, 6 p. , 4°.
Suggests use of both ordinary and ultra-violet photography.

CHAMOUX (Françoise) , la Preuve dans les affaires, Parisr 1979, 183 p., 8°.

Courrier de la Microcopie, No. 92 (July-August 1980), pp. 1-3, No. 93-94
(September 1980), pp. 19-23 and No. 97 (November 1980) pp. 1-4. Professional com-
ment on the new law; comments by Mme F. Chamoux on the legislation relating
to microforms; letter from G. Weill giving the point of view of the Archives
de France.

Méthodologie d’emploi de la micrographie, Ministère du Budget, Service Central
d’Organisation et Méthodes, Paris, 2e ~d.r 1978, 136 p., 8°.

PERRINE (Dominique) , Conservation et élimination des archives, in Bulletin du
C.I.M.A.B. , No. 6, 1980, pp. 1-10.

Le problème de la valeur légale des microformes, in Bulletin du C.I.M.A.B. ,
September 1980, folio 1-7.

GUERIN-BROT (Isabelle), les Archives d’entreprises, conseils pratiques d’orga-
nisation, Paris, Archives Nationales, 1980, 55p., 8°. Excellent general account
of cataloging methods, including micrography.

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

1.

2.

3.

4.

5-.

Gesetz zur Aenderung des Handelgesetzbuches und der Reichsabgabeordnung von
2. August 1965, Bundesgesetzblatt, No. 35, 1965, pp. 665-666. Modification of
law concerning the keeping of accounts and of the order relating to accounting.
Authorizes microfilm.

Erlass des Bundesministers fur Wirtschaft und Finanzen, Vervendung von Mikro-
filmanfnahmen zur Erfulleng Gesetzlicher Aufbewahrungspflichtenr Bundessteuer-
blatt, 21 Dec. 1971, Teil I, pp. 647-648. Defines documents to be preserved
in the original. Lays down principles for preservation of micro images.

Abgabeordnung (A.O. 1977), Bundesgesetzblatt, 23 March 1976, Teil I, No. 29,
p. 613. Sets out the new fiscal law in regard to modern techniques, including
microfilm.

Einfiihrungsgesetz zur Abgabeordnung von 14 D@z. 1976, Bundesgesetzblatt,
17 Dec. 1976, Teil I, No. 143,”p. 334. Authorizes the preservation on micro-
film and other media of all accounting and tax documents (except balance
sheets) .

Richtlinien fi.ir die Mikroverfilmung von Schriftgut in der Bundesverwaltung
nebst Musterdienstanweisung, in GMBI, 1978, No. 11, p. 188; reproduced in der
Archiver, 1979, H 2, pp. 191-194. Relates to the Federal Ministry of the
Interior.
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ISRAEL

1. PeqGdat  ha–edot, Takanot bidebar ha’actiqim Silumum in Kovetz ha–Taqanot, 1969,
p. 40. Presentation of evidence, regulation on photocopies.

ITALY

1.

2.

3.

P[JSCEDDU  (Fausto) , Manuale di legislazione administrativa sui beni culturali
archivistici, Rome, Coll., Fonti e studi di storia legislazione . . . . t. XV,
1978, 1500 p., 8°.

.—._..

Gazetta Ufficiale dells Reppublica Italiana, 1968, No. 23, Legge 4 genniao
1968, No. 15, Norme sulla documentazione administrativa e sulla legislazione
e autenticazione di firme. Article 25 concerns the reproduction of archival
and other documents. Reproduced in 1 above, pp. 890-897.

r 1974, NO.306, pp. 8122-8126, Decreto del Présidente del
Consiglio dei Ministri 11 settembre 1974, Norme per la forto riproduzione sos–
titutiva dei documenti di archivio e di altri atti delle pubbliche arrrministra-
zioni. Lays down legal and technical conditions concerning substitute micro–
films (destruction of originals, inventory of documents to be microfilmed,
technical processes for reproduction by photography, film and microfiche,
authentication, cancellation, error) . Reproduced in 1 above, pp. 919-926.

LI;13ANON

1. D&cret–loi No. 112 du 30 juin 1977, Journal Officiel No. 20 du 7 juillet 1977,
annexe: Article 1 authorizes the use of microfilm for reconstituting public
records.

StiEDEN

1.

2.

3.

4.

Swedish Companies Act 1975, with excerpts from the Accounting Act 1976, trans-
lated by Osvald (P.H.) etc., Stockholm, Federation of Swedish Indu;triesr 1976,
144 p.

The Swedish Accounting Act 1976, Stockholm, I of S.1., 1977, 16 p.

Moderna arkivmedier, Stockholm, Dataarkiverings Kommitten, 1976, 337 p.
~rchivist’s  handbook concerning the new image and data media.

HAVERLING (Swen G.) , Technical aspects of the preservation of archival (security)
microfilm, in [Jrresco Bulletin for Libraries, 1975, No. ~, pp. 68-74.
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:;WITZERLAND

. . Directives applicables en matière fiscale pour la tenue r6guli>re de la compta-
bilit~ et relative 5 l’enregistrement ainsi qu’~ la conservation des documents
commerciaux sur des supports de donn~es ou d’images, Berne, Administration
fédérale des contributions, 1979, 21 p. imp. Brinqs toqether laws, orders and
directives relating to the keeping of accounts by microfilm and computer.

).. KRAUSKOPF (Dr Lutz), Der Beweiswert des Microfilms und Erfahrung in der Schweiz,
in IIe Congr@s International de Micrographier Actes des conf~rences, Paris,
24-27 September 1979, mult. p. 122. Unclear and inadequate summary of confer-
ence speech.

[JNITED KINGDOM

Criminal Evidence Act 1965, 1965 Chapter 20, 2 June 1965. Accepts, under cer-
tain conditions, certain kinds of commercial documents as evidence in criminal
law. Does not apply to Northern Ireland.

Civil Evidence Act 1968, 1968 Chapter 64, 25 October 1968. Modifies the law
on admissibility in civil cases. Allows microfilm and other reproductions as
evidence under certain conditions. Does not apply to Scotland or Northern
Ireland.

Stock Exchange (completion of Bargains) Act 1976, 1976 Chapter 47, 12 October
1976.

Companies Act 1976, 1976 Chapter 69, 15 November 1976. Modifies the law on com–
mercial companies and company declarations. Allows the use of microfilm and
computers.

RODGERS (Mrs H.S. Fletcher) , Some legal aspects of microfilms and computer,
in Microfilm Association of Great Britain, seminar on 13 July 1977, attach-
ment 1, 4 fol. , polycopied.— . .

JEFFERS (Raymond) , Microfilm as evidence in English Law Courts, in Microdoc,
Vol. 18, No. 4, 1979, pp. 102-112.

RUSSELL (B.S.), The legal aspects of microfilming, in ?, 1979?, pp. 28 and
30.

Legal aspects of microfilm, in Microdoc, Vol. 19, No. 3, 1980, pp. 104–105.

Microfilm, Some Legal Implications, Guilford, Baker Associates, . . . The
author was unable to consult this work.

‘.JNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1. WILLIAMS (Robert F.), Legality of Microfilm, Admissibility in Evidence of
Microfilm Records, Chicago, Cohasset Associates Inc., 1980, 558 p. May be
brought up to date annually. Seven sections, technical ~.:mexes. The present
report has made particular use of Section 3 (Federal Microfilm Laws) and
Section 7 (Microfilm System Implementation) .
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2. National Micrographic Association - SAA Committee on Standards for Public
Records and Archives, Proposed Recommended Practice for Microfilming Public
Records, Draft, April 1979, multigr. , 10 p. Proposed standards and direc-
tives for microfilming in public archives.

III. THE 1975 UNESCO REPORT

A. Outline of the report

The report by Mr Ivan Borsa, Mr J. Bacso and Mr G. Schelnitzr Legal questions
of the application of microfilms, was submitted to Unesco in 1975. It exists cur-
rently in the form of a Unesco document and as a publication brought out by the
International Microfilm Committee, and extracts have been published in the Unesco
Bulletin for Libraries (see Bibliography, II, 2, 3 and 4) .

The report is a sound and well-documented general account of the admissibility
of microfilm as evidence, based on answers from 23 countries. I shall recall its
outline and summarize its main features, as the aim of the present report is not to
modify it but merely to supplement it from the legal point of view.

In the original English version, the complete report consists of ten sections:

I. Objectives
II. The
III. The
IV. The
V. The
VI. The
VII. The

definition of microfilm
purpose of microfilming
principal uses of microfilm
making of microfilm and its copies (enlargements)
legal safeguards of microfilm-making
connection between the microfilm, the copy and the enlargement

made thereof as well as the original document
VIII. The probative force of microfilm
IX. Recommendations
Appendix: Legal situation in countries which replied to the committee.

B. Summary of the report

Sections I to IV summarize the uses of microfilm in modern life.

Section V deals with the organizations that could be empowered to make
microfilms.

Section VI is headed “Legal safeguards” and is concerned mainly with statu-
tory regulations. It suggests that controls should be applied at every stage of
the making, conservation and use of microfilm, to ensure that it reflects the con–
tents of the original document in a true and accurate manner. This section des-
cribes the various countries’ statutory regulations relating to every stage of the
process.

Section VII examines the legal status of originals, of the first microfilm
and of its duplicates, copies and enlargements, in terms of their uses. This sec-
tion is theoretical, and deals also with the destruction of originals.

Section VIII examines how microfilm stands in relation to the rules of admis–
sibility in force in the countries involved. There is a great deal of variety in
the rules, and it is clear that except in some specific cases, the value of micro–
film as evidence is still subject to many restrictions.
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In this section the authors of the report have not sought to grade legislation
in terms of “good” and “bad”. They merely attempt a classification by legal system,
so as to show where microfilm may be accepted as legal evidence and in accordance
with which legal principles.

Section IX has been published almost in its entirety in Unesco’s Bulletin for
Libraries. (1) It puts forward recommendations based on the observations made in
the previous sections. These recommendations summarize the main requirements al-
ready in force under the various legal systems, with the object of providing a sound
technical and legal basis for all the stages of making a microfilm. The authors
hope to contribute to the establishment of a series of concepts on which regulations
for the admissibility of microfilm as evidence can be based.

The recommendations list the main requirements relating to the making, filming,
choice of medium, checking, identification, preservation, storage, maintenance and
use of microfilms. The recommendations are working suggestions aiming at ensuring
the quality of the microfilm, its absolute identity with the original, and regard
for its own special characteristics (protection against wear and tear, etc.).

Section IX also contains further suggestions about criteria for admissibility
as evidence. These suggestions concern the legal status of organizations special–
izing in the making of microfilms, checking the authentication of microfilm made else-
where than in such an organization, the problem of authentication by an authorized organiza–
tion, and the various views as to how long an original must be kept before it can be destroyed.

C. Impact of the report

(a) International response

The report was widely distributed by Unesco to specialist organizations, Member
States and lawyers’ associations, an unusual procedure which shows that the import-
ance of the problem was not underestimated and that an attempt was made to interest
quite varied sections of international opinion.

It is difficult to assess the real influence of the report on the various
organizations because the groups concerned have not made their response known in
any visible way. None of the legal or technical studies consulted by the writer of
the present report makes explicit reference to it. However, at meetings and seminars
and in private conversations, people have spoken very highly of the work of Mr Borsa,
Mr Bacso and Mr Schelnitz, and although it is almost impossible to prove, some of
the suggestion in the 1975 report seem to have served as a basis for legal and sta-
tutory reforms in Europe since that date.

For example, some French lawyers and experts have privately acknowledged that
their own work in this field has been considerably helped by parts of the report,
but it must unfortunately be admitted that there is
in the work of AFNOR.

(b) The problem of the working guidelines

The recommendations in Section IX are probably
concerns of legislators, who have realized that the

no sign of any such influence

those which best reflect the
admissibility of microfilm as

(1) See Bibliography A, No. 4, p. 5.
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evidence depends on its reliability. In other words, the making and preservation of
microfilm need to be subject to reliable safeguards.

This concern is to be found among the Swiss, German, Swedish, American and
Canadian experts whose work I have examined.

(c) The problem of criteria for the recognition of admissibility

The kind of suggestion on this point put forward in Section IX of the 1975
report seems to have met with no success at all. Changes in German, Swiss and
Swedish legislation, which apply only to commercial law, make no reference to these
proposals. The Council of Europe has set aside any idea of organizations special-
ly appointed to make microfilms, or of certification of authenticity. The French
National Assembly has acted likewise. This rejection is due to considerations of
cost, economy and efficiency.

Only Italy, and that as early as 1974, has set up a government-controlled sys-
ten of supervision and safeguards for the making of government-service microfilms.

(d) The problem of carrying media for computerized data

Since 1975, the scope of computer systems has increased enormously, and both
users and lawyers have been faced by the problem of the legal admissibility of the
carrying media involved. In most cases, legal reforms or plans for reform have
covered the legal validity of both image and data carriers. Sometimes practical
directives have distinguished between the two in order to provide for the different
techniques involved in their manufacture. The laws themselves, however, treat the
problem as one, thus demonstrating that governments are presently concerned with
establishing a single identical method of recognizing legal validity, applicable
to all the new ways of treating information and records. The recommendations of
the Council of Europe are also significant here.

IV. MAIN CHANGES IN THE LAW CONCERNING DOCUMENTARY
(countries in alphabetical order

Canada
France
Federal Republic of Germany
Israel
Italy
Lebanon
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
Council of Europe

CANADA

EVIDENCE SINCE 1975

Like all the industrialized countries, Canada has been confronted with the
expansion of microfilming and data-carrying media systems. Many private companies
and even public services have at great expense acquired the necessary equipment,
but the obligation to preserve original documents, by increasing the costs of manage-
ment and storage, has led public opinion to favour a change in the law.
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P.. Present state of legislation

Canadian legislation has not been standardized, and there are
ferences between the various provincial laws and even between them
laws. These differences concern the following points:

(a) law on adminissibility

appreciable dif-
and the federal

The legislation is based on English practice and has to observe the law of
admissibility, which conforms to two rules:

the rule of hearsay;

the rule of original evidence, which admits best evidence.

(b) the six-year clause

In some states in Canadar only an original document can be
for a period of six years.

(c) differences in terminology

Some local legislation uses very restricted definitions of
original, duplicate, photograph, document, recording, etc.

B. Present state of jurisprudence

accepted as evidence

such terms as

There are exceptions to the hearsay rule, especially in the case of commercial
documents, which have to satisfy certain indirect guarantees of accuracy. As there
can be no counter-proof, the law provides either legal or ad hoc guarantees.

The question is whether a microfilm can offer these guarantees in such a way as
to serve as evidence. In most disputes at law the parties have come to an agree-
ment beforehand, so that the microfilm has not had to undergo the test of public
trial. Furthermore, some judges have tended to make no distinction between the
original on paper and the copy on microfilm. Legal commentaries, however, take the
opposite view and maintain that a microfilm is a document different in character
from an original on paper.

In addition, advances in technology have brought about changes in information
systems, and the judge’s problem is no longer just the comparison of a document on
paper with one recorded in another medium, for example film, but the comparison of
one document on paper with another recorded on some other paper medium used in an
information system (COM) . Thus the matter in question is not the quality of the
document or of the copy, but the accuracy of the information.

Faced with the new systems, jurisprudence was deemd to be evolving more slowly
than the demands of modern living required. It was therefore decided to bring the
law up to date in consultation with all the professional groups involved. Lawyers,
archivists, technical specialists and users were all brought together to draw up a
suggested reform of the law on admissibility as evidence.

c . The suggested reform, and preparation of the Canadian national standard

1. In 1977 a federal and provincial task force was set up to standardize the
rules of admissibility as evidence. The lawyers concerned agreed it was necessary
to draw up a standard which would enable microfilm to be accepted.
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2. At the same period the Public Archives of Canada appointed a co-ordinator
to work in liaison with the Canadian Government Specifications Board (C.G.S.B.).

This co-ordinator, an archivist, decided to work in consultation with the group
of lawyers also.

3. The Specifications Board (C.G.S.B.) was asked to draw up suggested standards
within the framework of the National Standards System, a federation of standards
organizations, and entrusted this task to the Public Archives.

4. With the help of the co-ordinator of micrographic standards, Mr Earl Dupuis,
the Public Archives asked the Quality Control Committee to draw up this standard.
In fact the new standard was drawn up by a subcommittee of representatives of pro–
fessional interests and users.

5. The preliminary draft standard was submitted first to the Government Speci–
fications Board (C.G.S.B.), then to the Standards Council of Canada, which co-
ordinates the National Standards System.

6. The standard was accepted by the Standards Council of Canada as conforming
to their statutes, which encourage voluntary standardization. The new standard was
held to reflect reasonable agreement between the experts and to be in the national
interest.

It was published in 1979 as: The National Standard of Canada, Microfilm as
Documentary Evidence.

D. The national standard on microfilm

I. What the standard covers

1. Purpose of the standard (Preface, $ 1)

The standard must make it possible to prove the credibility of microfilm when
used as evidence in court.

The standard regards a microfilm as a reproduction of an original document, and
considers that there must be a method of checking whether it is an authentic repro–
duction (the term “authentic” is used in both the French and the English official
versions) .

2. Scope of the standard (Scope, $ 2)

It provides guidelines enabling any organization to show that it uses a process
of micrographic reproduction which is trustworthy and offers the guarantees neces–
sary to prove, if required, that the microfilmed image is a true reproduction of the
original, made under controlled conditions. (Here, for “true”, the French version
again uses “authentique”, which signifies copie certifiée conforme in French law.
This seems ambiguous to the writer of the present report, who prefers the English
version.)

The standard lists the operations required for a microfilming programme, but
does not describe the methods of development or the technical processes involved in
the various operations.

3. Technical reference standards (~ 3)

The standard refers to certain national and international technical standards.
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4. Terminology ( ~ 4)

Defines the terms microfilm, micrography, microform and control picture.

5. Requirements for a microfilming programme ( ~ 5)

The standard sets out five main requirements for a programme of microfilm
reproduction:

(a) written authorization from someone in authority;

(b) the programme must be part of the organization’s regular activity;

(c) the systems and working methods used must be demonstrated and explained;

(d) precautions must be taken to safeguard quality;

(e) precautions must be taken regarding storage and filing.

Guidelines on the various essential factors—

6. Preparation and execution of programme ( 46.1 to 36.5)

(For ~~6-11 we have summarized the text of the standard so as not to make the
commentary unduly long.)

(a) Written authorization from someone in authority certifying that the pro-
gramme is part of the organization’s regular activity; the authorization
must give the signatory’s name and responsibilities.

(b) The organization is responsible for the execution of the programme even
if it delegates the work to a service company.

(c) The programme must include all the arrangements necessary for the identi-
fication of the documents, standards, processes, systems and methods of
control and verification required in the reproduction, storage and use
of the microfilm.

(d) Once the prepared programme is started it must be subjected to regular
checks, including verification of documents and checks on technical
requirements relating to the making, development and storage of the
microforms.

New methods arising out of technical developments or the practical exigencies
of work must be notified and written into the guidelines.

7. preparation of documents (~ 7.1 to ~ 7.4)

(a) A microfilm must reproduce the whole text of the original, including
details and imperfections; there must be no attempt to improve its legi-
bility by changing or touching up.

(b) If the legibility of a document is below a certain level, it may be im-
proved on authorization. The standard describes a dual photography method
which facilitates comparison after the touching up.
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(c)

8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

9.

(The
as yet no

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

10.

(a)

The microfilming should be done in a sequence which follows the order and
classification of the documents themselves. Microfilms should be filed,
identified and indexed in such a way as to facilitate checking against
document or documents involved.

Photographing and developing ( 88.1 to $ 8.4)

While responsibility for these operations belongs to the technicians,
responsibility for maintaining quality belongs to the person in charge
the programme.

The object of this requirement is to make possible the critical checks

the

of

required by a court of law. It concerns the detailed checking of docu-
ments when they are being photographed, the positioning of the control
pictures, the necessary certificates
needed to complete the file.

There must be frequent checks during

A final check must be made to ensure
material requirements have been met,

and attestations, and all other items

the developing of the microfilm.

that all photographic and other
that the order of the original docu-

ments has been followed, and that the control pictures have been properly
inserted.

Quality assurance (89.1 to 89.5)

French version uses the term assurance. The idea of legal guarantee has
equivalent in French law.)

This clause determines the credibility of the microfilming programme in
the courts. Action on this clause should be assigned to a section special-
izing in the monitoring of operations and quality control.

This section should evaluate the relevance and efficiency of methods of
inspection and control, and introduce any changes necessary for the due
observance of the checks prescribed in $$6, 7 and 8.

Those involved should be independent of the people responsible for ordi-
nary inspections.

The methods to be employed by this section to safeguard quality should be
defined in the guidelines and in the handbook, as should the results and
any modifications made.

Those responsible for the preparation of the documents, the photography,
development and inspection must produce a microfilm of a quality which is
consistent and acceptable to the user, who is not always able to judge
these qualities for himself.

This part of the programme must not be confused with the inspections and
checks relating to conformity with reproduction standards. The standards
concerning reproduction safeguards are in the course of preparation.

Filing and storage (~10.1 to # 10.3)

The person responsible for the programme and the curator of the documents
must agree about the length of time the original negative or master must
be kept. In case of doubt about this, the most demanding storage standards
are to be applied.
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(b) The storage of microfilms must conform to an ISO standard which is in the
course of preparation.

(c) The original negative or master is not intended for viewing. Negatives
must be kept clean and undamaged, and only copies should be used for view-
ing purposes.

11. Explanatory notes attached to the standard

The guidelines proper of the standard have already been summarized above, but
the standard also includes explanatory notes referring to each section of the text.

1. The standard does not deal with the law of admissibility and related regula-
tions, which are legal matters (destruction of originals, rule of best evidencer etc.) .
The purpose of the standard is to establish rules ensuring that a microfilm is pro-
duced within the framework of a reliable programme and in conditions regularly checked
and verified.

2. The standard describes methods of supervision for reproduction on microfilm,
and the principles to be followed in preparing a general programme.

Special systems, such as those involving the use of jackets or COM will be
covered by other standards.

3. The five factors listed in $ 5 are stated to be vital for demonstrating the
credibility of the programme, from the beginning (preparation of the files) to the
end (storage of the films) .

4. The compilers of the standard stress the importance of the guidelines con-
cerning the programme (planning, organization, nomination of person in charge,
integration into regular activities, carrying out of the various checks and con-
trols, records, etc.) . The keeping of these rules increases a microfilm’s credi-
bility in a court of law.

However, should doubt arise about the authenticity of the original, this doubt
casts a shadow on the authenticity of the microfilm, and it is for this reason that
all necessary precautions should be taken (comments in 36).

5. The explanatory notes also comment on$$7 and 8, i.e. on the question of
retouching (where a process to improve legibility is used) , on technical assumptions
concerning the quality of the image, on compulsory control pictures (whatever the
microfilming system used, whether strip, jacket, microfiche, etc. ) , on the certi-
fications to be inserted in the film, and so on.

6. The Canadian standard introduces the notion of quality assurance, an idea
which does not refer to technical quality (definition and density of image, etc.)
but to a checking operation comparable to one carried out by a panel of assessors.

7. The explanations concerning $ 10 (classification and storage) are important
because they are generally misunderstood and inadequately applied. Every reproduc-
tion system has its own special requirements regarding the treatment of films and
the storage in good condition and protection of the original negative or master
(atmospheric conditions, conditions relating to consultation and viewing, and so
on) . Few people realize that microfilm has to be stored differently from paper,
and the microfilm curator is not usually a professional.
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E. Observations on the Canadian national standard

(a) Declared aims of those who compiled the standard

The authors of the standard hope that it will throw light on an area of the law
which has hitherto been confused. They know that the publication of this standard
dots not guarantee legal recognition of microfilm as evidence, but they think it
may prepare the way for such recognition. The system set out in the standard should
provide an answer to doubts cast on the credibility of micrographic reproduction.

The authors believe that the standard will act as a basis for barristers to
cress-examine witnesses on the authenticity of a microfilm submitted as evidence.

They think that the progress achieved in the case of microfilm may serve as an
example for other systems of information management or processing.

(b) Observations on the procedure followed

The procedure followed by the Canadian authorities is unique, reflecting a be-
lief in co-operation between organizations which is not usual in Europe.

This procedure brought together all the groups institutionally concerned with
standards, i.e. representatives of professional interests, users, and even lawyers,
in order to arrive at a consensus.

General responsibility for the procedure was given to the Public Archives under
the patronage of the Government Specifications Board. This shows the respect in
which these two organizations are held by Canadian public opinion.

The national standard is to be ratified by the Federal Department of Justice,
which intends to promulgate it so that microfilms produced under the specified con-
ditions of supervision may be admitted as evidence by the courts.

The Canadian standard has already acquired some fame abroad. At the meeting
of the ISO, on 20 November 1980 the British and French representatives said that
their own countries wished to adopt a similar procedure for securing the admissi-
bility of microfilm as evidence.

It should be noted that the Canadian Standard is based on an English type of
jurisprudence. It also had to take into account the variety of local legislation
on evidence and the strong autonomy of the provinces. The experiment could pos-
sibly be transposed to the United States, but it is difficult to see how it could
be adopted elsewhere.

F. Changing the law of evidence

The compilers of the standard have made it clear that their work did not con-
cern the law in the strictest sense, and in particular the law of evidence. The
leqal aspect of the question is to be dealt with by lawyers within the framework
of the federal and provincial task force referred to above (C,l) .

In 1979, the Canadian Micrographic Society published a sort of white paper on
the admissibility of evidence in the Canadian courts (see Bibliographyr Canada, 6) .
This tried to show that existing legislation did not meet the needs arising out of
the daily use of microfilm and other data media. It showed that current methods
had eliminated the use of paper as the usual documentary medium, and that it was
urgently necessary to bring up to date the meaning of the terms record and original.
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The Society made the following recommendations:

(a) that federal and provincial law on the admissibility of evidence should be
changed so as to permit:

1. acceptance by the courts of microfilms of paper documents in all cases
where the originals may be accepted as evidence;

2. the acceptance by the courts of microfilms derived from magnetically
recorded data in all cases where paper documents are accepted as
evidence;

(b) that the task force should approve the reform proposed by the Commission
for the reform of federal law. This was published as an appendix to the
booklet and dealt with the abolition of hearsay evidence and with the rule
of best evidence:

1. hearsay evidence is not admissible except in cases specified by the
law (Article 31 of the proposed reform);

2. the rule of best evidence should include all modern methods of pre-
paring evidence, on condition that such methods correspond to the
definitions laid down by the law. Articles 75 to 81 deal with the
admissibility of originals, written documents and recordings.

This reform aims at establishing the value as evidence of microfilm and of all
the most modern kinds of recordings, whether electronic, magnetic or mechanical.

FRANCE

A. Development of the law of evidence

In France, the law of evidence has developed rather differently from the path
it has taken in other European countries such as Germany and Switzerland. The point
of departure, however, has been the same, namely the great expansion in the use of
microfilm in company management, which has made the destruction of original docu-
ments desirable.

(a) In 1973 the Ministry of Justice asked a judge, Mr Chamoux, to conduct an
inquiry, and his report suggested that microfilm should be accepted as an
information medium as durable and safe as paper, with the following
safeguards:

technical precautions concerning the film, the photography, the develop-
ing process, and observance of standards of use and storage;

observance of conditions facilitating the admission of microfilm as evi-
dence viz. minimum reduction, check on definition, keeping of two copies,
ultra-violet photography (see Bibliography, France, 1) ;

(b) The above conclusions have served as a basis for a number of technical and
legal studies. The Association Française de Normalisation (AFNOR - French
Association for Standardization) has initiated technical studies through a
working party composed of makers and users. The association has attempted
to draw up a standard offering sufficient safeguards so that microfilm can
have the same value as evidence as the original.
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(c) At the same time, the Ministry of Justice has extended its inquiry into
the development of the law of evidence in response to modern management
techniques. This work has been undertaken by Mme F. Chamoux, who has also
made it the subject of a thesis for a doctorate in law under the direction
of Professor François Gore, an expert in commercial law.

(d) The various studies have led to three results:

1. The publication of an experimental standard, AFNOR No. Z 43-061, valid
for two years and applicable to 16 mm films. In addition to the usual
technical specifications about quality controls, the standard requires
the double photography, image by image, of all documents, first in
ordinary and then in ultra-violet light (see Bibliography, France, 12) .

2. The publications of a study by Mme Chamoux on evidence in business,
which deals with the problem of microfilm and COM as copy, recom-
mends the AFNOR standard. This work is also based on the legislative
reforms introduced in Europe during the last ten years (see Bibliogra–
phy, France, 13).

3. The law passed by the French Parliament on 12 July 1980 on the proof
of legal acts.

B. The law of 12 July 1980

(a) The debates

The procedure leading up to the vote lasted more than a year, and included
reports, debates, inquiries and compromises between the Senate and the National
Assembly. The members of these two assemblies were much influenced by the conclu-
sions of M. and Mme Chamoux, the studies carried out by AFNOR and the recommenda-
tions of the Council of Europe, and did not consider it necessary to ask the advice
of other technical experts and users such as the CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique) and the Archives de France. It should be noted that the trade union
of bank employees also issued press handouts to make its opinion known.

While there is no point in going into the details of the debates, which
aroused considerable reactions, we should note that the final version of the law
adopted by the National Assembly was much more restrictive than the first one
adopted by the Senate against the government’s advice. The National Assembly,
voting on the proposal of Deputy Cellard, gave the following reasons for its
decision:

the AFNOR standard was thought interesting

the law should define not the faithfulness
reproduction;

the copy remains a copy, and the judge has

but inadequate;

but only the durability of the

to appraise its value as evidence
with reference to the original in accordance with the criteria laid down by
the law (faithfulnessr durability);

copies need not be submitted to licensed inspectors, as in the case of authen–
tic documents, because the cost of setting up a body of such inspectors would
be too high (see Bibliography, France, 2-9) .
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(b) What the law stipulates

The law modifies or abolishes 14 articles of the French Civil Code concerning
the law on the proof of legal acts. Proof is henceforth defined in accordance with
the following principles:

1. Written proof is compulsory for every obligation in money or kind
(Article 1326 of the Civil Code).

2. An authentic or signed document is required for every sum or asset, the
value of which is fixed by decree (Article 1341 to 1345 of the Code) .

The decree of 15 July 1980 fixed this value at 5,000 francs for the present
(see Bibliography, France, 11).

3. Exceptions to the above rules may be admitted as follows:

in the case of a breach of the law;

if the deed is lost;

if one of the parties has not preserved the original deed, but presents a
copy which is not only a faithful but also a durable reproduction. Any
reproduction is deemed durable which is an indelible copy of the original
involving an irreversible change in the medium used (Article 1348 of the
Code ) .

c . Observations

(1) The International Microfilm Committee, meeting in Dublin from 10 to
13 September 1980, did not consider that this reform offered a practical solution
to the problem of the legal validity of microfilm.

(2) British, Canadian and American experts, attending the meeting on
20 November 1980 of the ad hoc commission of CFTC, 171 of the ISO, came to the
same conclusion.

(3) This attitude disappointed French lawyers like Mme Chamouxr who had hoped
that “the French standard would have a good chance of serving as an international
reference” (see Bibliography, France, 13, p. 151). We should also mention that
as far as comparative European law is concerned, Mme Chamoux’s thesis seems to have
been written using an incomplete and poorly interpreted bibliography.

(4) The law is at present impossible to apply because sufficiently advanced
t<:chncal equipment is not available (e.g. camera capable of dual takes, film sensi-
tive to both ordinary and ultra-violet light, sufficiently rapid shooting, etc.) .

(5) AFNOR’S insistence on trying to find a miracle solution to the problem of
microfilm derives from a view of copies as something criminal (concern with forgery,
fraud, etc.) which covers only a very marginal aspect of microfilmed documentation.
AFNOR has already had to modify its definition of “security microfilm” and return to
the international definition (Mme Chamoux reproduced this mistake, op. cit, pp. 152-
153) .
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The Federal Republic of Germany is probably the country where legislation and
regulations on microfilm have been most abundant in recent years. Between 1975 and
1978 more than 25 laws or administrative regulations were published, mainly concern-
ing the management of government departments, archives and commercial law.

The Federal Republic’s extraordinary economic development has encouraged the
boldest kind of experiment in office automation, but it has also caused an increase
in government involvement, resulting in a need to process and store large masses of
records. First microfilm and then computers have provided ways of avoiding the very
heavy costs of record handling and storage.

A. Government department and archival management

The central government has set an example by authorizing the storage on micro-
film of certain kinds of files. As early as 1956 the Ministry of Labour and Social
Security introduced the microfilming of various kinds of documents (lists of members,
benefit cards, account books) into health insurance accounting and then into life
insurance accounts by authorizing in 1957 the microfilming of medical records.

In 1964, the union of professional associations conditionally authorized sub-
stitute microfilming, allowing for the controlled destruction of certain professional
documents.

We shall examine below the 1965 law, modified in 1976, which introduced micro-
film into commercial law. Independently of this law, however, most ministries have
worked out guidelines or have given authorization for the microfilming of various
kinds of record: e.g. transport (documents on road traffic, 1966; plans for water
supply, 1967) ; labour (assistance documents, 1966; accounts of accident insurance,
1967; insurance files, 1972); construction and housing (land register, 1966); justice
(Patent Office Records, 1968; law administration records, 1976); interior (citizen–
ship records, files on naturalization, name changes, 1968); armed forces (manage-
ment records, 1972).

Federal and provincial government departments have also drawn up very strict
directives authorizing the microfilming of historical records (security microfilm)
and of administrative records (1978 and 1979) . All authorizations for microfilming
add conditions governing photography and quality controls, and prescribe standards
which forbid the unreasonable destruction of originals and should prevent fraud.

The directives of the Ministry of the Interior (1978) authorizing substitute
microfilming in federal government offices lay down severe and precise standards
which cannot be reproduced here but which are very similar to the suggestions made
in the 1976 Borsa report regarding supervision of photography.

The security microfilming of archival records is governed by a circular of
1 August 1980 setting out the general principles of that operation, together with
tecnnical conditions and quality standards for the making and storing of microfilm.

Generally speaking, the federal government, followed by those of most of the
states or Lander, has provided for the possibility of managing and storing certain
current files in the form of microfilms. It should be noted that all these auth-
orizations are subject to detailed regulations designed to ensure supervision at
every stage of the making and storing of film and to prevent unauthorized destruc-
tion of original documents.
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B. Changes in commercial and tax law

(a) What the new legislation provides

The law of 16 March 1976, which came into force on 1 January 1977, introduced
changes into tax law and the regulations governing business accounting. It author-
izes the microfilming of certain accounting records, with some permanent restrictions.

All vouchers and documents with the exception of balance sheets may now be pre-
served on microfilm instead of being kept in the original. This ruling also affects
regulations on the length of time for which originals must be preserved, and permits
these to be destroyed after satisfactory precautions have been taken.

Microfilming must follow the principles of regular accountancy; the copy or data
medium version must correspond exactly to the original. Copies must be available
during the period within which the original itself must legally be preserved, and
be perfectly legible for a suitable period.

(b) Official regulations

1. According to the new legislation, accounts must be kept so that an expert
can, after a stated period, give his opinion of the firm’s financial position. Pro-
fits and losses must be regularly determinable, and accessible for tax checks.

All these regulations apply equally to microfilm.

2. The legislation fixes the length of time for which accounting documents
must be preserved (between 6 and 10 years depending on the importance of the docu-
ments and “the relevant fiscal regulations. The periods prescribed are the same for
microfilms as for originals.

3. Reproduction by image-carrying medium: the law does not specify either
format or colour, so black and white microfilm is possible, provided it does not
reduce the opportunities for carrying out checks.

4. For current management documents the law calls only for reproduction of
the content of the originals; this excludes reproduction on disc, magnetic tape or
data-carrying medium.

5. A microfilm may be made by a qualified workman.

6. Conditions governing photography: the Federal Finance Ministry, in its
circular of 14 December 1976, set out instructions for microfilming. These cover
the introduction and use of microfilming and the role to be played by those concerned
at each stage of the operation.

(c) Principles underlying the regulations

1. The microfilming process must be specified
of the filming, and must be so ordered as to make it

and described for each stage
possible to find on the film,

within a reasonable time, all the information desired.

2. Control of process employed and of the medium used: a record must be made
of the titles of documents and the place and date of the photography, and a state-
ment made certifying that the photography was not tampered with and was complete.
The record must be signed by the operator.
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3. The carrier–medium must be subject to technical checks; defective images
must be redone (or else the original must be kept). The result of the check must
be countersigned in writing.

4. Originals may be destroyed after filming has been carried out according
to the regulations, unless the law provides otherwise. Any infringement of the
rules may lead to tax penalties.

5. There are printed instructions to help taxpayers with the formalities.

(d) Austria

Austrian law has been influenced by the German legislation. Austria allows the
storing of most accounting records on microfilm or data-carrying media. The author
of the present report is not however acquainted with the rules applying specifical-
ly to microfilming.

C. Civil, criminal and administrative law

(a) General documentation

It is not planned to issue any rules on this subject. The decision whether to
destroy or to retain on image-carrying media is left to individual initiative. On
the other hand, records of historical value are usually microfilmed for reasons of
security. The Public Archives have been given very specific instructions on this
matter (see Bibliography, Germany, 6) .

(b) Civil law

The introduction of microfilming has not yet given rise to any difficulties in
Germany. German jurisprudence has already recognized copies and photocopies as
equivalent to originals, but the original must be presented to the court in case of
doubt as to correspondence. If there is no such doubt, the copy has the same value
as evidence as the original.

In case of disagreement, a record on microfilm made in accordance with legal
prescriptions of 1976 is an advantage, since the record can be used to prove absol-
ute correspondence with the original.

(c) Criminal law

There have been no cases so far. It may therefore be supposed that photocopies
and microfilms have the same validity as originals, but this decision is left to the
judge.

ISRAEL

A. 1969 regulation on the admissibility of photographic reproductions as evidence

The 1969 ruling changes the law on evidence by permitting the use of micro-
copies in certain cases and under certain conditions.

A photocopy is defined as any reprographic document which permits the copy to
be read for a minimum of five years, provided that it contains all the signs con-
tained in the original.
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A photocopy of a document which has not been destroyed may serve as evidence if
it was made recently and is accompanied by a statement by the person holding the
original, or by a third person, certifying that it is a true copy.

A photocopy of a document which has been destroyed may serve as evidence only
under the following conditions:

it must be a microcopy which is part of a series in a film which has not been
cut or joined. Any corrections or additions must be certified;

the film must have two certificates, one at the beginning and one at the end,
the first being a request by the initiator for a photocopy to be made, the
second being a declaration by the operator;

the photocopy must be made in the course of normal operations;

if the originals were destroyed deliberately by ordinary means, this must be
certified by a document authorizing the destruction;

if the originals were destroyed by accident, war or other cause, a declaration
is required to this effect, made by the relevant regional court and dating from

a period very close to the event;

finally, this regulation is also valid for documents destroyed before 1969 pro-
vided the necessary affidavits have been properly made.

E Observations

This regulation is in current use in government offices.

The author of the present report cannot say whether its use extends to civil
cr criminal law.

It will be noted that the regulation is very vague and permits all kinds of
interpretations. It does not contain any technical standards or working guidelines.

ITALY

A. Present state of legislation

Unlike other European countries, Italy has changed its legislation and statu–
tory requirements only in respect of administrative law, but these changes may affect
civil law as it relates to businesses or communities which engage in financial or
economic activities.

(a) The law of 1968 on administrative documentation, Article 25.

This authorizes government offices to reproduce photographically, and to store
as negatives, records, accounts, correspondence and other documents.

Its application is regulated by a decree which was not issued until 1974.

(b) The decree of 11 September 1974 on the standards to be applied in the
substitute reproduction of records and other documents in government offices.
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The decree lays down very comprehensively the technical and administrative
methods to be used in making substitute microfilms (making it possible to destroy
the original documents after they have been photographed).

This permission is limited to government offices, local communities and national-
ized industries.

A number of documents, listed in Article 2, are excluded from substitute micro-
filming (for example, historic documents, laws and decrees, legal judgments, inter-
national treaties, government plans, personal files, registers of administrative
documents, important contracts, deeds executed by notaries, documents or drawings
in colour, journals, diplomas, etc.).

The working guidelines, which are under the supervision of
Department, lay down very detailed rulings for the microfilming
requirements and provisions include:

an application for authorization which includes a complete
archives involved and the method to be used;

preliminary microfilming tests;

rules governing the destruction of the originals;

a list of the documents to be microfilmed, which takes due
annotations on the files;

standards to be observed during the microfilming process;

annotations to appear on the microfilm;

checking and technical supervision of the microfilm;

authentication of the film.

B. Characteristics of present legislation

the State Archives
procedure.

description

The

of the

account of all the

Italian legislation is both novel and interesting. It presents the following
characteristics:

(a) Advantages

it offers exceptional guarantees regarding the stringency of the micro-
filming process;

it imposes strict legal and technical standards;

it makes microfilming the responsibility of the originating organizations,
but places it under the supervision of the Ministry of Cultural Property
and Archives;

it allows reproduction on 16, 35 and 70 mm microfilm and on microfiche;

(b) Disadvantages

the legislation is recent and has
two organizations had applied for
documents;

not yet been applied. In May 1980 only
authorization and submitted the necessary
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the procedure is complicated, calling for a preliminary survey and checks
at various levels;

it applies only to organizations which already have an organized archives
service capable of classifying archives before they are microfilmed and of
making an inventory of these documents;

it is expensive, and can be applied only by public organizations with
finance and staff available;

it aims at discouraging rather than encouraging substitute microfilming,
though all the precautions it requires are perfectly valid from the tech-
nical point of view.

C. Observations

Some government offices, such as the post office and the hospitals, already
make use of substitute microfilm without observing the standards prescribed by the
1974 decree. Other ministries, generating a large volume of records (such as the
Ministries of Labour, Social Security, and Pensions)r have been asking for a liberal-
ization of the decree, which they regard as too restrictive.

Reforms in civil and commercial law are apparently not yet contemplated.

LEBANON

A. Order in Council of 30 June 1977

The events of recent years have caused irreparable destruction in Lebanon. In
order to facilitate the reconstruction of civil records lost or destroyed, the
Public Records Office has been authorized to make use of copies and recordings whose
validity can be recognized. This authorization allows microfilms to be used as
reference documents if they relate to civil records and other statutory documents
in government possession.

B. Observations

This ad hoc legislation allows microfilm a certain value as evidence, but it
is too restrictive and lacking in detail to serve as an example.

SWEDEN

A.

1978

Legislation since 1975

The law on accountancy and commercial companies was modified between 1975 and
by the following:

Companies Act, 1975: 1385;

Act on the Implementation of the Companies Act, 1975: 1386;

Accounting Act, 1976: 125.

The laws came into force in 1977, and slight additions have been made to them
since.
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The power to microfilm accounting documents is suggested in @#10 to 22 of the
law of 1976, which lays down ( # 10) that accounting documents may take the form of:

documents in ordinary legible form;

films or microcopy media which can be read by means of enlargers;

under certain conditions, punched cards and punched or magnetic tapes.

Microfilm and other copies are allowed only if the medium is durable, if the
information they contain is easily available, and if the storage of the medium is
suitably provided for.

The length of time such records may be kept is fixed at ten years ( ~ 22).

Data carriers may not be destroyed unless the information they record has been
carefully transferred beforehand to an ordinary legible text, to a film, or to a
microcopy legible by means of enlargement.

In certain special cases, the government may authorize the destruction of
ordinarily legible originals
the originals must have been

Copies must be filed so
trieved and read. They must

before a ten-year period has elapsed, in which cases
microfilmed or copied by a safe process.

that the information they contain may be easily re—
be preserved for the time stipulated by the law.

Permission to destroy may be granted by the Bank Inspection Board or the
Insurance Inspection Board, delegated by the local authorities. The limits of the
legal financial year are laid down by the additional legislation of 1976: 991.

B. Instructions on application and comments

There is a book which comments on this legislation and includes all the rel-
evant official instructions and circulars issued UP to 1980 (see Bibliography,
Sweden, 5). It exists only in Swedish and the author of the present report will
therefore not venture to summarize it. It may however be pointed out that on

PP , 79-84 there is a comment on ~ 10 which gives definitions of film, ordinary
microfilm and COM microfilm. Pages 148-153 comment on $22, which deals with stor-
age . An appendix gives instructions concerning application of the legislation, in-
cluding instructions on microfilming and storage of films issued in 1977 and 1978.

c. Observations

The Swedish legislation seems to have been based on reforms in the German and
Swiss commercial codes. It does not at present affect either civil or criminal law.

It may be noted that the development of Swedish commercial law called for by
Swedish public opinion corresponds to the wish expressed in the report submitted to
Unesco in 1975 (VIII, 2.2).

Norway intends to follow the above legislation soon, but Denmark at present
allows only some documents to be recorded on data carriers. Microfilm is not yet
authorized.
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SWITZERLAND

A. Reform of the Civil Code (1975)

Directives were issued in 1971 authorizing the use of microfilm in business
accountancy. On 19 December 1975, the Swiss Civil Code was altered to change the
rules concerning obligations (Articles 962 and 963) .

This reform allows accounts to be stored on image-carrying media, but corre-
spondence and vouchers may be recorded either on image- or on data-carrying media.
Only the trading account and balance sheet need to be kept in the original.

Copies and recordings must correspond to the original documents and it must be
possible to put them into readable form at all times, under certain conditions. Theo
copies and recordings then have the same value as evidence as the documents.

If a judge decides that the documents need to be produced as proof, the copies
Or recordings must be made available in such a form as to be readable without the
aid of instruments.

B. Order of 2 June 1976

The legal conditions prescribed for the recording of documents
data-carrying media were set out in the order of 2 June

These instructions lay down various formalities to
film and for data-carrying media:

working instructions explaining the recordings;

regular accounting procedure to be followed;

the copying must be in accordance with regulations
correspond to the original documents;

1976.

be observed

on image- or

both for micro-

and the reproduction must

the copies must be accessible and in a readable form;

instructions about details to be recorded: name of the company, names of
people responsible, kind and number of documents, place and date, observed
damage;

technical checks for defects;

storage;

reproduction;

responsibility of the person in charge of storing documents.

c . Lastly, the tax authorities have prepared directives for drawing up the working

guidelines on microfilm called for by the order of 1976.—

These guidelines cover or provide for:

the distribution of responsibility among the people in charge of the different
stages of microfilming, from the selection of documents to the maintenance of
recording and reproduction equipment;
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the copying to be in conformity with the regulations and a record to be kept
of microfilming and monitoring operations;

the proper preparation of documents to be recorded, and the drawing up of a
microfilming schedule with all the information that will make it possible for
a third person to understand everything easily at the first reading. This
schedule has to be very detailed, and this assumes that the accounts to be
copied have been properly classfied and inventoried;

the making of the copy,
when more than one reel

the writing of a report

including the noting of people concerned, occasions
is used, jackets, defects in the copying, etc;

by the person in charge indicating the conditions,
place and dates of the copying, and the checking and destruction of the
originals;

technical precautions against deterioration or destruction, and methods of
correction;

the opportunity for a qualified third person to consult the copies within a
reasonable time; instructions about viewing equipment, provision for
enlargements.

D. Consequences of the reform

It should be noted that this change in business law affects computer account–
ing as well as microfilm, though the former does not concern us here. Directives
similar to those referred to in C have been issued to cover recording on data-
carrying media.

Since the change was introduced, several thousand commercial and industrial
companies in Switzerland have begun to store accounting documents on microfilm.
According to one Swiss judge, only one case of tax evasion has been discovered in
a period of three years.

This very flexible legislation seems
exist in Switzerland, but one cannot help
on is adequate for detecting all attempts

to satisfy the 250,000 companies which
wondering whether the technique it relies
at fraud.

UNITED KINGDOM

A. Legislation since 1965

The development of new data-carrying media has led to the passing of several
new laws introducing changes into English commercial, civil and criminal law.

The Criminal Evidence Act, 1965 (2 June 1965) says that documents may be con-
stituted by information-storing methods.

The Civil Evidence Act, 1968 (25 October 1968) says that the following are
deemed to be documents:

. .
cards, sketches, drawings, photographs, films, discs,

magnetic tapes and all other methods of reproducing one or more visual images.

The Stock Exchange Act, 1976 (12 October 1976) and the Companies Act of
15 November 1976 allow documents-stored on image- or data-carrying media to be
submitted to the tax authorities.
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These laws clearly permit the use of microfilm. Microfilm should therefore be
accepted in the courts, but English courts accept only the rule of best evidence,
which does not recognize the value of microfilm as evidence.

B.

ment

The rule of best evidence

English law is still governed by the rule of
remains the best evidence in the courts.

In some cases a judge may accept the rule of
can then be admitted under the following conditions:

best evidence: the original docu-

secondary evidence and microfilm

if the original has been destroyed;

if the copy is a true copy of the original;

if the exact correspondence between the original and the

A microfilm may not be accepted as secondary evidence if
exists.

copy can be proved.

the original still

A microfilm can be accepted as evidence only if it conforms to the conditions
laid down in the Civil Evidence Act of 1968.

C. Microfilm according to the law of 1968

The Civil Evidence Act of 1968 accepts microfilm
satisfies the following conditions:

if it has been made by a person who is regularly
as part of a routine activity;

as secondary evidence if it

engaged in microfilming and

if it has been accepted by someone who has had knowledge of it personally or
through intermediaries.

These conditions must be supplemented by evidence about the person who makes
the copy and about the way in which the work is carried out. Evidence is also
required about the person or persons who provided the documents.

The question of the legal validity of microfilm thus depends on the stringency
of the microfilming process, but this process is not defined either by law or by
any administrative ruling.

Lawyers and microfilm experts have put forward various remedies for this.

D. Current solutions

(a) Certificates

It is suggested that provision should be made for two kinds of certificates:

a certificate of intention, attached to the beginning of the film and indicat-
ing the nature and source of the originals, together with a declaration that
the originals have been destroyed, after the quality of the microfilm has been
checked;

a certificate of authenticity, drawn up by the microfilm operator and declaring
that the film is a true and correct copy of the original.
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Reputable microfilming companies are now accustomed to delivering this second
certificate automatically.

(b) Working guidelines

Various methods have been suggested for the improvement of microfilming proces-
ses viz. strict supervision of staff in charge of the operations, requirement that
operators should have professional qualifications, preserving two copies of every
film, etc.

(c) Security measures for originals

It is suggested that no important original should be destroyed. As there is
no official list of such documents, a lawyer may be consulted on this point.

Companies are advised to be careful about the legal time-limits for destruc-
tion, which vary according to the kind of document involved.

E. Observations

England has not solved the problem of the legal validity of copies. Recent
changes in civil and criminal law are cautious, incomplete and even dangerous for
companies which may have thought they could destroy originals with impunity.

(a) The original remains the best evidence; a microfilm may be regarded as
secondary evidence; the judge’s decision is binding.

(b) There is no regulation which makes it possible to say that microfilm is
valid as evidence. The solutions to this problem suggested by lawyers
are very inadequate technically and can only offer a point of departure
for more exacting provisions.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A. Present state of legislation

(a) General remarks

Microfilm has as yet no legal validity in the United States. There is only a
vague series of laws, regulations and legal comments authorizing the use of micro-
film for private or public records and for certain kinds of evidence.

In some cases, neither state nor federal legislation provides for microfilm,
but this does not mean that copies made on microfilm are not accepted, or that
legislation is vital to legitimize its use.

United States legislation on this subject was referred to in the Unesco report
of 1975, but in order to understand the difficulties which microfilm users encounter
it is necessary to examine in more detail the present state of the various legal
rulings on this matter. We shall then look at recent suggestions about the admis–
sibility of microfilm as evidence.

(b) Present trend in American legislation

Twenty-five years ago microfilm was regarded, technically speaking, as a copy
of the original.
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NOW, however, because of technological progress, microfilm may be regarded as
an original itself and as a piece of graphic evidence in its own right.

Present legislation is extremely confused, however, because of the various poss-
ible combinations of local laws, jurisprudence and federal regulations.

(c) Documentary evidence in the courts

To be accepted as evidence in court, any document must fulfil the conditions
laid down

1.

2.

(d)

1.

by the law. If the document is a copy it must

General conditions

the content of the document must deal with the
court;

fulfil further conditions.

subject being argued in the

the document must be identified or authenticated, i.e. it must be recog-
nized as being what it claims to be;

if any objection is made, the litigant must prove that the document obeys
the rule of hearsay evidence.

Further conditions for copies and microfilms

a copy is admissible as secondary evidence only if the original no longer
exists;

it has to be proved that the copy is an accurate reproduction of the ori-
ginal; this being so, the court will call for the copy to be authenticated.

The four rules enabling microfilm to be recognized as admissible as
evidence : all these rules assume that the microfilm relates to the sub-
ject and has been authenticated (the 1975 Unesco Report, 2.3.2, quotes
only 3 rules)

The U.P.A. rule (Uniform Photographic Records of Copies of Business and
Public Records as Evidence Act)

Forty–four states have gradually adopted this rule, recommended in 1949 by the
National Commission for Uniform State Laws.

This
evidence:

rule lays down four conditions for the validity of microfilm as

the copy must have been made in the regular course of the firm’s work.
This condition reflects the development of business practice; it confers
a certain guarantee on microfilm and can justify its use as evidence;

a microfilm made specially for the case is not admitted as evidence;

the copy must have been made for the firm’s normal purposes;

the copy must have been made by means of a process which gives an accurate
reproduction of the original or a durable–medium reproduction of the
original.

This condition in fact covers all documentary reproductions. If the technical
methods of reproduction are more elaborate, the litigant must offer all the evidence
necessary to show conformity with the requirement of “accuracy”.
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The copy must be satisfactorily identified: this condition calls for an identi-
fication report mentioning the different stages of the microfilming. Some courts
have shown themselves to be very particular about this condition, and lawyers ad-
vise firms to provide meticulous written evidence concerning every stage of the
filming (practically image by image), the comparison with the original, and quality
control.

2. Uniform Rules of Evidence, 1953 and 1974 versions, and Federal Rule of
Evidence

The Uniform Rules of Evidence have been adopted by eleven states (in the 1953
or the modified 1974 version) . The Federal Rule of Evidence has been adopted by
29 American courts, and is applied in all federal courts and various sectors of
the federal administration.

These two rules do not require the copy to have been made in
of the firm’s work.

They define the photograph, the negative and all copies made
as originals.

They accept COM microfilm as an original.

the normal course

from the negative

They define a duplicate as an equivalent made from photographs whether enlarged
or reduced.

They require the presence of an original to prove the contents of a written
document or photograph, except in cases laid down by the law.

They nevertheless allow a duplicate to be used on the same basis as an original,
except if there are doubts as to its authenticity or if it is unfair to prefer the
copy in place of the original.

In other words, these rules reverse the burden of proof in favour of the party
putting in the duplicate. The burden of proof is on the other side.

The legal presumption is that any copy on microfilm is as good as the original.
(In the case of COM microfilm, the negative becomes the original as with any print
made from a negative.)

The court is nevertheless the sole arbiter in the application of this rule,
and its decision may be influenced by the circumstances surrounding the destruction
of the originals.

3. The Best Evidence Rule

This is the old English law, also known as the
allows the submission of a copy when the absence of
explained.

“original document rule” which
the original is satisfactorily

Jurisprudence offers several kinds of valid excuse for non-presentation of the
original.

A copy must, however, be judged accurate and the circumstances in which it was
made must be plausible, although there are no necessary pre-conditions laid down for
its admissibility as evidence.
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4. Business Record Exception to the Hearsay Rule

When all else has failed, use may be made of an ingenious rule invented by prac-
titioners. This rule claims that a microfilm has value as evidence as a separate
business record. This rule has been used on occasions to validate copies of cheques
since the court has decided that the microfilm made by the banks in the course of
their daily work should be regarded as a primary and not

This rule could be applied to all kinds of business

B. Suggestions from American lawvers

a secondary

records.

proof.

(a) Principles for setting up a microfilming process

In the light of the above rules, some American lawyers
principles for setting up a system for producing microfilms
A microfilm could then become an ordinary copy.

1. Every stage of the process should be covered by a
procedure.

have suggested five
admissible as evidence.

written and recorded

2. The reproduction process used must be accurate, i.e. technically advanced.

3. The copy must be checked before the original is destroyed, and the check
must be recorded in a written attestation.

4. The filing of originals must be self-justifying. Destruction of originals
must be the result of a regular process set down in writing.

5. These four principles should be applied under the supervision of people
capable of giving evidence of the general and special procedure used for microfilming.

These principles correspond roughly to the guidelines laid down in German and
Swiss law for ensuring the admissibility of microfilm as evidence though the American
suggestions are not so detailed.

The American lawyers hope that legal prescriptions may make their principles
as accurate as the technical standards arrived at by microcopy engineers.

(b) General bases of the principles suggested

Given the fact that it is impossible for a firm to conform to all these prin-
ciples in the course of its ordinary activities, it has been suggested that
standards or guidelines should be introduced which
by businesses.

In fact it is not practical to
image. This could be a very costly
current American legislation.

The characteristics underlying

compare a film
procedure, and

the principles

might be voluntarily accepted

with the original image by
is not in any case required by

may be summarized as follows:

1. it must be possible to check the microfilming process to ensure that it
produces accurate reproductions on a regular basis;

2. the operation must be carried out following an appropriate procedure;

3. the written procedure must be kept for the same length of time as the film.
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It could be proved in this way that the microfilming process had made it poss-
ible to produce accurate copies.

(c) Principles on storage standards

There are various official regulations on this subject. Some state that records
may be kept on microcopies, either without specifying standards, or else prescribing
those of the National Bureau. Others require originals only to be kept. Others
again say nothing on this point.

In the first case, the microfilm is equivalent to a copy.

In the other cases, it may be that a microfilm will not be accepted as a valid
copy, depending on the rules, of evidence followed by the courts.

For this reason the principles suggested earlier above may be very useful when
it comes to establishing the burden of proof. Several recent judgments in American
courts in any case show a trend in favour of the admissibility of microfilms as legal
evidence, since technical standards reflect the evolution of industrial civilization.

c . Guidelines for achieving a legally acceptable microfilm procedure

There have been many books and articles setting out the technical standards
necessary for producing a good microfilm, but few have laid down both the technical
and the legal rules to be observed in order to produce a microfilm to serve as
evidence.

Mr Robert F. Williams has drawn up a set of such guidelines (see Bibliography,
United States, 1, Section 7, Microfilm system implementation). This is a digest
of the legislation and technical standards at present current in the United States:

it sets out the 25 possible conditions which should enable microfilm copies
to be accorded the value of evidence;

it defines archival microfilm (supposed to last for a hundred years) as meet-
ing the highest quality standards; but not all microfilms need to come up to
these standards;

it deals with microfilm making at every stager from the quality of the negative
used, to the final procedure governing the destruction of originals;

it examines the effect of quality and controls at all levels, including that
of the small items of equipment used in viewing and reproduction;

only the problem of expert appraisal in case of forgery or deterioration of
the original is not dealt with, and this because of the present state of
American legislation.

D. Observations

The complexity of American legislation is such that we cannot definitely say
it recognizes the admissibility of microfilm as evidence. Only the courts can ap-
praise the question of proof, in the context of local and federal rules.

There is however a certain tendency in American jurisprudence to recognize
that. microfilm is acceptable as evidence.
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We may also expect Robert Williams’ work, especially Section 7, to influence
the drawing up of legal guidelines for the production of high-quality microfilms
admissible as evidence in American courts.

COUNCIL OF EUROPE

The Council of Europe has taken an interest in the standardization of legisla-
tion relating to the need for documentary evidence and to the validity of reproduc-
tions of documents and computer–stored information as evidence.

It entrusted the study of this question to the Comité d’experts sur la repro-
graphie et l’enregistrement des documents and to the European Committee on Legal Co-—
operation (E.C.L.C.). A working group made up of six lawyers, two observers and a
secretariat was commissioned to prepare a preliminary draft recommendation.

The working group met in November 1978 and in February 1979. It drew up a
final report on its activities consisting of:

an account of its work and a summary of the problems examined;

a preliminary draft recommendation and preliminary draft rules, which were
passed to the committee of experts for examination by the E.C.L.C. and sub-
sequent transmission to the Committee of Ministers;

a detailed commentary on the preliminary draft;

a list of participants.

A. The preliminary draft and its commentaries

(a) The recommendations

1. Suggested abolition of need for documentary evidence for transactions con-
cerning amounts above a minimum set by law.

2. Where documentary evidence is required, suggestion that this should apply
only for transactions concerning amounts equal to or higher than . . . special draw-
ing rights as defined by the IMF (4,000 FF in 1979) .

3. This sum to be revised every three years.

4. Compulsory period for the preservation of business records to be set at
not more than ten years.

5. This period to be the same as the period provided for by the law relating
to the transactions in which the trader is concerned.

6. Existing legislation to be brought into line with the rules set out in
the annex.

(b) The rules

These concern the value as evidence of reproductions of documents by micrography
or computer storage. The following proposed reforms are set out as five rules:
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1.1 All traders or
to store as micrographic
transactions:

other persons
reproductions

should, under
the books and

certain conditions,
documents relating

be allowed
to their

in special cases (Article 1.2);1.2 Original documents may be destroyed except

1.3 States may call for the presentation of originals if national law requires;

2. Reproductions and recordings made for traders should have the same value
as evidence as paper documents under national law;

3. Reproductions and recordings must:

3.a

3. b

3.C

3.d

3.e

correspond accurately to originals or processed information;

be made systematically and with no omissions;

be provided with permanent instructions designed to be preserved as
long as the reproductions themselves;

be stored carefully in systematic order and protected against any kind
of deterioration;

(1 to 4) be provided with annotations giving the names of those re-
sponsible for the reproduction, the nature of the document or infor-
mation, place and date of reproduction, and any defects which have
been observed;

4. Micrographic reproduction must satisfy the following conditions:

4.a it must offer an indelible, accurate and durable image of the original;

4.b it must make it possible to identify the equipment, the order of
filming, and the people who carried it out;

4.C it must be legible and technically satisfactory, and be checked before
the original is destroyed;

5. Rule 5 concerns only data-processing programmed.

(c) The commentary on the suggested rules (Annex 1)

1. We shall not deal here with comments on the recommendations relating to
national legislation on evidence and on the ten-year conservation period.

2. The commentary on the rules gives many clarifications of the meaning
attached by the experts to the various definitions. We shall deal here only
the following points concerning microfilm:

Article 1.1: micrograph: this term excludes microfilms of photocopies
microfilms (counterparts) ;

with

or of

Article 2: value of microfilm as evidence: a microfilm should have the
same value as evidence as the original under national law so
that originals may be destroyed. The experts did not accept the
Portuguese representative’s reservations about the value of COM
microfilm as evidence;
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Article 3: the experts did not adopt the suggestion of certification by pub–
lic authority, because of the delays and additional costs
involved in such a legal guarantee of conformity. They did not
accept either, the suggestion of recognized organizations being
entrusted with the making of reproductions and recordings, again
because of the additional cost. They preferred technical guaran-
tees of conformity, and gave the reasons for their choices and
preferences in Rules 3 to 5.

B. Observations on the preliminary draft

(a) The recommendations on the need for documentary evidence do not fall within
the scope of the present report. It may nevertheless be noted that by the modifica-
tions to Articles 1326 and 1341 to 1345 of the Civil Code, France has adopted changes
in this respect which are in accordance with the proposals of the Council of Europe.

(b) The experts continually linked the rules on the value of micrographic re-
productions as evidence with those on computer-stored information. Only Rule 5 sets
out special conditions for data processing.

Some reservations may be made about this parallel treatment.

(c) The fact that the experts included lawyers specializing in Swiss, German
and Swedish commercial law is reflected in a useful summary of recent changes in
the respective legislations. Rules 2, 3 and 4 contain some of the guidelines worked
out in the course of these changes and authorizing microfilm under certain guarantees.

These lawyers were not experts in micrography, however, and it is to be regret-
ted that the working group did not consider it necessary to consult professional
opinion on the technical problems involved.

In fact, though often very detailed, the suggested rules sometimes seem rather
naïve .

The technical guarantees of conformity include neither a programme for micro-
filming nor references to standards (though the commentary does not mention them
briefly); nor do they cover quality controls or some of the precautions on formal-
ities contained in the German and Swiss directives.

(d) It is a pity that the experts aimed only at facilitating business tran-
sactions. The destruction of originals, in particular, is of historical signifi-
cance and it would be a good thing to have a recommendation preventing the unsuper-
vised destruction of historical or family records.

(e) Finally, the definition of an indelible, true and durable image does not
correspond to any current technical acceptation. France provides a typical example
of the inadequate information of lawyers in this respect.

v . TECHNICAL AND LEGAL CONDITIONS FOR THE
USE OF MICROFORMS

Recent changes in the rules of documentary evidence have taken a variety of
forms.

A. Changes in commercial law in the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and
Switzerland

We have received no information on Austrian or Danish law.
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These changes involve the following principles:

(a) Legal principles

1. Authorization for most accounting records to be stored on image- or data–
carrying media.

2. The reproduction must conform to the rules of normal accounting. It must
correspond exactly to the original and be legible throughout the conservation period
prescribed by law.

3. A reproduction has the same value as evidence as the original if statutory
regulations have been followed.

(b) Legal instructions

These must be followed if the microfilm is to be valid as evidence. They vary
from country to country, but their main conditions are broadly similar:

1. A preliminary work plan indicates the process employed, the documents to
be reproduced, and all other information necessary to the understanding of the
reader (who may be a tax official) .

2. The microfilming must follow exactly the same order as the accounts.

3. The process used must conform to quality standards.

4. A record must be kept of the titles of documents, place and date of film-
ing, statements certifying the completeness of the filming, names of those respons-
ible and any damage observed.

5. Technical checks on the film. Verification of defective or faulty
images.

6. Technical standards for storage and filing must be observed. The original
negative must be protected.

7. Technical standards for use and viewing must be observed.

8. Names of those responsible for each stage of filming, storing and use
must be recorded.

9. A record must be kept of the destruction of original documents.

10. The film must be easily viewable by an authorized perosn without undue
delay.

(c) Annex 1 of this report gives the text of the Federal German circular of
14 December 1976. Annex 2 gives the text of the Swiss order of 2 June
1976; Annex 3 the text of the Swiss working guidelines concerning microfilm.

It will be seen that the instructions in the Swiss code are stricter and more
precise than those of the Federal German Ministry of Finance. They seem to me to
correspond more closely to the recommendations of the 1975 Unesco report and to
those of the experts in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States.

It would be worth while comparing these instructions with those in Sweden.
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B. Attempts at reforming the law on evidence in Canada, the United Kingdom and the
United States

(a) The Canadian national standard

The method of the Canadian reform reflects a legal situation which is more com-
plicated than that in European countries. In Europer countries have one national
law whereas Canada is burdened by several sets of sometimes archaic legislation.
Standardization is made difficult by local particularisms, which it is perhaps not
wise, for psychological reasons, to change too rapidly.

1. The studies embarked on by the task force in 1977 are not yet completed.
They may lead to a change in the law of evidence in federal law (project of the
Commission for Reform of the Federal Code).

2. On the other hand the lawyers possess in the national standard a very
detailed and elaborate document which allows microfilm to become a form of evidence
acceptable by the courts.

3. The technical recommendations of the national standard present analogies
with the Swiss and German directives. Those relating to the microfilming programme,
preparation of the documents to be microfilmed, the technique of filming, develop-
ment, filing and storing, are very detailed and fulfil the requirements necessary
for the production of high-quality microfilm.

The standard is less exacting when it comes to written procedure (records,
certificates concerning recording and storage) , probably because of the clause on
quality assurance.

4. The standard in fact calls for this altogether unusual further guarantee
known as quality assurance, a checking and supervisory service carried out by a
specialized company. This safeguard was suggested in another form in the 1975
Unesco report ( ~ IX), but Canada is the only country to have introduced it into its
laws . This section of the standard is reproduced in Annex 4.

5. One may wonder whether this clause can really be put into practice since
it. will increase the cost of microfilming, unless the whole process is handed over
to a recognized service company (as in the case of companies to survey public works).
This idea is not likely to meet with acceptance in Europe, where legislators have as
yet shown no inclination to move in this direction. It is nevertheless worth noting
the principle and reserving judgement until we see how it works out in practice.

6. At all events, the Canadian procedure has already met with very favourable
comment in Britain and the United States.

(b) Suggestions by United States lawyers

The digest recently made by American lawyers, commented
provided a general survey of views on the value of microfilm

There is also a suggested set of guidelines drawn up by

on at length above, has
as evidence.

an expert, Mr Robert F.
Williams, which, although it has no official status, is based on very sound tech–
nical knowledge and on a synopsis of the conditions imposed by the courts in the
matter of evidence.

He offers a series of recommendations which are quite close to the Canadian
directives but adapted to American law and without the quality assurance clause.
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Although these draft guidelines have the virtue of actually existing, they have
no official status and there is no legal tradition in the matter. On the other hand,
they are very close to official federal directives on archival microfilm and so may
reflect a stage in the legal changes currently taking place in the United States.

We give an extract from the draft guidelines in Annex 5.

(c) Suggestions by English lawyers

The problem of the legal validity of microfilms was partly solved by the Civil
Evidence Act of 1968 and the Stock Exchange and Companies Act of 1976. The rules
followed by the courts do not however make microfilm automatically acceptable as
evidence. It still depends on how strictly the filming operation is carried out.

ing
ses

There are no legal directives in the matter, only lawyers’ suggestions concern-
certificates of intention and authenticity, improvements in microfilming proces-
and security measures relating to originals.

None of these suggestions has been formulated definitely or in detail. They
have no technical basis and provide little in the way of formal safeguards.

English experts plan to study the Canadian procedure as a preliminary to intro-
ducing changes in the law of evidence in their own country.

c . Four examples of incomplete solutions

(a) The French solution

1. Changes in the law of evidence

France is the first European country to have changed its law of evidence in the
direction recommended by the Council of Europe.

Documentary evidence is no longer required except for transactions involving
an ammount fixed by decree (at present 5,000 FF) .

Some copies which fulfil the criteria of accuracy and durability may serve as
evidence.

Parliamentary debates quote experimental standard AFNOR Z 42061, published in
February 1980, as conforming to these criteria, but suggest that in future other
processes may offer comparable security safeguards.

2. The dangers in these changes

The reform shows that there is a desire to adapt French legislation to modern
management methods, but there are unknown factors which make these changes problem-
atical and dangerous for companies:

neither commercial nor fiscal law has been changed. These both still require
documents to be kept for ten years;

the AFNOR standard is not yet official and is challenged by foreign experts;

the cost of microfilming is extremely high in France, and would be even higher
under the conditions prescribed by the standard. To this high cost must be
added that of filing the records.
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depends on technical require-.

1. It deals only with business and government department records, and only
allows a kind of substitute microfilming under very strict conditions:

the destruction of certain originals is forbidden for historical or legal
reasons;

microfilming programmed are placed under
Archives;

technical quality standards are the same

the supervision of the State Public

as those for archival microfilm.

2. The procedure is complicated and expensive. It does not correspond to the
needs of commercial or industrial practice.

3. However, it does safeguard the interests of the cultural heritage. This
being so, some of its requirements could be useful in relation to economic, social
and technological history.

(c) Other solutions

Changes in Lebanese and Israeli law are too circumstantial and incomplete to
give rise to suggestions.

Luxembourg and Spain have no legislation concerning microfilm. Portugal accepts
a copy certified by a notary as the only valid proof. Greece and Turkey are dis-
trustful of microfilm. In Holland, on the other hand, there is no formal legisla-
tion and assessment of the value of a microfilm as evidence is left to the courts.
In 1975, Belgium authorized the keeping of certain accountancy documents on micro-
film, and the Loto administration was recently authorized to use data-carrying
media and microfilms for its accountancy records.

(d) Recommendations of the Council of Europe

1. The proposals of the Council of Europe are a positive contribution to the
reform of the law of evidence. Such a reform is desirable, and is unanimously called
for by lawyers and specialists in business law all over the world.

2. Allowing for modern management methods which use micrographic and computer-
ized media also meets a real need observable in every sector of public opinion.

3. I nevertheless have certain reservations about some of the suggested rules,
which sometimes leave important factors out of account:

the destruction of originals should be subject to stricter conditions, with the
object of conserving documents of historical interest. Some documents which are
no longer of interest for accounting or tax purposes may be of great interest
for research;

a reproduction cannot be considered as having the same validity as the original;
a reproduction must remain a copy (see decision of the French National Assembly,
Bibliography, France, 5);
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the general rules (Rules 3 and 4) are
fully be modelled more closely on the
and the Canadian standard;

not sufficiently strict. They could
instructions in the Swiss and German

use-
codes

the definitions concerning reproduction (requiring an indelible, true and dur-
able image) are not matched against any technical standards (Rule 5) .

4. To concluder the recommendations of the Council of Europe are also incom-
plete. The Council would do well to consult people other than lawyers and economists
for its projects, and in this particular case to ask for the opinions of historians
or specialists in micrography.

VI. MICROFORMS AND ADMISSIBILITY AS
THE NEED FOR REGULATIONS

Between 1940 and 1965 the development of microfilm
scientific, cultural and documentary organizations like
mentation centres and government offices.

EVIDENCE:

was mainly the concern of
archives, libraries, docu-

Since 1965, the enormous development of computer storage systems has given a
new impetus to the use of microfilm in all kinds of ways. The new reproduction
methods have spread to all sectors of everyday life, and to industry and business
in particular.

We are not concerned here with magnetic recordings or computer files. Some
countries, like Switzerland, the Federal Republic of Germany and Sweden have auth-
orized their use under certain conditions. The Council of Europe has also suggested
solutions to confer on them the value of evidence.

The present report deals only with microfilm and its derivatives (microfiches
and reproductions on film-based media) .

The value of this type of microform as evidence may, however, vary in accord-
ance with the reasons for which it was made. It may therefore be useful to recall
that there are at least four different uses for microfilm records. There are:

1 . the

2. the

These two are

security microfilm;

supplementary microfilm.

documentation microfilms (this term is used to avoid confusion between
archive microfilm made for archival purposes and archival-quality microfilm made to——.
high-quality standards so as to be long-lasting.

But there are also:

3. the substitute microfilm used for administrative purposes;

4. the substitute microfilm increasingly used in business and industry to
reduce the cost of storing original documents.

Solutions to the problem of its value as evidence could vary according to the
type of microfilm involved.

A. Documentation and security microfilms

(a) This type of microform has been used for many years in archives, libraries,
documentation centres and research laboratories.
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1. It is used so that a copy of original documents exists if the originals
themselves should happen to disappear. It can also be used where handling or other
manipulation might cause harm to the original. It is thus a security microfilm.

In some countries there is a variant known as a preservation microfilm which is
used to preserve the information in perishable documents by transferring it to a more
stable medium.

2. It is used in documentation to facilitate historical research, information
or scientific studies. It may also then be called a supplementary microfilm.— —

3. In neither case is there any question of destroying the originals. Such
microfilms are used in order to protect the cultural heritage or to assist informa–
t.ion, education or research. They are thus microfilms with a cultural or scientific
purpose.

4. These microforms are made in accordance with strict instructions:

as regards the formalities for filing archives and arranging documents;

as regards methods of conservation and use (although these conditions are not
always all complied with because of lack of funds and resources) ;

as regards technical standards of quality, generally the best despite the cost.
In such cases, especially in the United States, they correspond to the idea of
archival-quality microfilm.

(b) The value of these two kinds of microfilm as evidence

1. The question of the value of these two kinds of microfilms does not arise,
They are copies for which the originals will always be available (except in case of
accidental destruction) .

In addition the administrative and technical conditions imposed on their making
guarantees them against any danger of falsification, and gives them a presumption of
legal evidence if the case should arise.

2. There is nevertheless the fear that certain projected or actual changes
(Council of Europe, France) may be a threat to this kind of microform if the terms
indelible, true and durable are defined by the law according to standards which are
different from those developed by the technical staff of the Public Records Office.

3. Production and quality standards for documentation microfilm (security
and supplementary) ought to be subject to government regulations, and such regula-
tions exist in the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and the United States.

E. Substitute microfilms in administrative and commercial law

(a) In archives and government offices

1. This kind of microfilm is as yet little used for archives because of its
high cost, low return on investment and the problem of its admissibility as evidence.

2. It would offer great advantages in many respects such as security, saving
of space and ease of consultation, but efficiency studies so far have shown that it
is often preferable to preserve the originals and then destroy them after a certain
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time. The difference between the costs of microfilming and those of storing originals
tended to diminish during the 1970s, but since the oil crisis the cost of microfilm-
ing has become very high in Europe.

3. Some countries have drawn up regulations so that microforms made in govern-
ment offices can be accepted as evidence (Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Sweden) ,
but in most cases these authorizations apply only to very special kinds of document

(day-to-day accounting, pension and insurance files, management, etc.).

4. These authorizations are also subject to strict regulations and instruc-
tions prescribing:

formalities to be observed in filing documents;

precautions to ensure security in filming and all other operations, including
storage;

technical quality standards;

legal guarantees of authentication.

5. In Italy, limitations are imposed on the destruction of
of document of historical or legal interest. This is a necessary

, –
ibility of the Public Records Office.

6. Any reform of the law of evidence should
of the use of microfilm in government offices.

certain classes
measure, and also
the legal respons-reflects the idea of archives control. which in most countries is

take into account these aspects

(b)

1.
Germany,
evidence

2.

Substitute microfilms in commercial law

This problem has been solved by legislation in the Federal Republic of
Sweden and some other countries. Microfilm thus may have the value of
provided that a strict set of rules is followed in the production process.

Canada has not adopted authoritative legislation. The official standard
there tries to give microfilm the value of evidence by persuasion. It lays down
strict technical rules governing production, and also contains a clause imposing a
quality assurance which is in fact a legal control analogous to a second opinion.

3. The United States and the United Kingdom have not yet solved the problem
satisfactorily, but say they are interested in the Canadian solution.

4. France and the Council of Europe have adopted a very eclectic attitude on
the law of evidence, but the French solution is not based on satisfactory technical
considerations.

The Council of
but in a way that I
failed to take into
truction of records

c. Suggestions

Europe has been influenced by the German and Swiss solutions,
consider to be very incomplete. In addition, the Council has
account the idea of cultural heritage in relation to the des-
of historical interest.

The following recommendations arise out of our examination of the various
legislation in $IV, the categories mentioned in $V, and the observations in $VI,
Sections A and B.
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(a) Documentation microfilm

1. This is used by cultural, scientific and documentary
should conform to precise rules of production and conservation
quality standards.

2. Although it has no value as evidence, it ought to be

organizations,
and very high-

and

able to acquire it:

if the organization responsible for its production is given official recognition;

if the technical production standards are observed.

3. Regulations similar to those laid down by the Federal German Archives
(Bibliography, Federal Republic of Germany, 6) or the United States (Bibliography,
[United States, 2) could serve as a basis for international rules, via the Inter-
national Council on Archives.

(b) Substitute microfilm in administration or archives

1. Authorization to microfilm can be granted only for certain types of docu-
ment specified by national legislation.

2. Regulations similar to those laid down in the Federal Republic of Germany
(Bibliography, Federal Republic of Germany, 5) or Italy (Bibliography, Italyr 3)
could serve as a basis for microfilming authorizations.

3. The value of microfilms as evidence should be determined by:

official recognition of the organization responsible;

and observance of the regulations.

4. To these regulations should be added limitations on the destruction of
originals of historical or legal interest. The regulations should also take into
account the control exercised by Public Record Offices over administrative archives.

(c) Substitute microfilm in business

1. Swiss and Swedish legislation seems to provide the best examples concern-
ing the recognition of the admissibility as evidence of microfilm in this field.

2 . The Canadian standard’s clause on quality assurance provides an excellent
example of legal assessment giving an additional guarantee with a legal value.

3 . We suggest consideration of an additional clause which would prevent the
unsupervised destruction of economic and industrial records of historical, scienti–
fic or cultural value.
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1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

VII.

Microfilming of accounting documents
Law and circular of 14 December 1976
of Germany, 4)

Microfilming of accounting documents
Council of 2 June 1976 (Bibliography,

ANNEXES

in the Federal Republic of Germany:
(Bibliography, C, Federal Republic

in Switzerland: Order of the Federal
C, Switzerland, 1)

Directives on the recording and conservation of accounting documents on micro–
film: Instruction of the Swiss Federal Tax Office (1979) (Bibliography, C,
Switzerland, 1)

Federal Standard of Canada: Extract concerning the quality assurance
requirement (Bibliography, C, Canada, 2)

Microfilming of documents of legal interest (United, States) :
Guidelines for implementing a legally acceptable microfilm system, by
R.F. Williams (Bibliography, C, United States, 1, ?7)

Microfilming of administrative documents (France) :
Suggestions for the use of micrography (Bibliography, C, France, 15)

@he annexes follow in the original tex<J
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annexe 4

9.

9.1

9.2

9.3

9.4

9.5

.-

QUALITY ASSURANCE (See note on next page)

The credibility of a microfilm program is dependent
upon the assurance that it is believable and reliable.
The only secure way to impart this credibility is by
a system of activities whose purpose is to provide an
assurance that the overall control of the operations
and the quality of the product is being carried out
effectively at all stages. This system of activities
constitutes quality assurance.

The quality assurance system employed must involve
a continuing evaluation of the adequacy and effective-
ness of the inspection and control of the operations
with a view to having corrective measures instituted
where necessary. This includes verification, audits
and quality factors of the operations described in
sections 6, 7, 8.

To have the same person(s) who conducts inspection
and quality control during the operations perform
the quality assurance activities is not sufficient to
guarantee credibility. A periodic quality assurance
audit must be made by a qualified independent group
or person in addition to the regular inspection. This
will provide a method of assuring that the overall
control of the microfilm program is maintained.

The quality assurance system of evaluation, verifica-
tion, audits, must form part of the written procedures
and the manual, and all results recorded with descrip-
tions, when necessary, of corrective actions that have
beea taken

The user or the custumer receiving the microfilm is
not always in a position to evaluate the microfilm
produced, therefore the obligation to produce a
product of consistently acceptable quality lies with
those responsible for the preparation of documents,
filming, processing and inspection,

NOTE: Quality assurance should not be confused
with inspection, process or quality control, or process
checking, since these are functions carried out during
the microfilming process to ensure that the product
is satisfactory within the manufacturing specifications
for the product and is the method of determining
whether standards have been met. Inspection and
quality control operations are described in NMA
MS23 (in preparation).

z
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GUIDE LINES FOR
IMPLEMENTING A LEGALLY

ACCEPTABLE MICROFILM

SYSTEM
By

Robert F. Williams
Micrographics & Records
Management Consultant

Introduction

Legality of Microfilm manifests the increas-
ing legal acceptance of microfilm records.
However, this acceptance of microfilm is
provisional because certain conditions must
be met with respect to the processes by which
the film is created and displayed. It is essential
therefore that those who are responsible for
authorizing specific microfilm applications
carefully review and thoroughly understand
the pertinent laws and regulations. In ad-
dition, those who implement microfilm sys-
tems should know about and adhere to the

, specific operational conditions upon which
these laws and regulations stipulate their
acceptance of microfilm.

The purpose of this “how-to-do” section of
Legality of Microfilm is twofold:

First, to identify the conditions upon
which the acceptance of microfilm may
be based, and

Second, to delineate how those condi-
tions could be met and thereby to detail
how a microfilm system might be con-
figured to meet the microfilm laws and1
regulations.

Legal Vs. Archival Vs. Quality
Control Requirements

This implementation section addresses three
distinct types of requirements: legal, quality

control and archival. Legal requirements are
those conditions which must be satisfied in
order for a microfilmed record to be admitted
into a court of law or before a regulatory
authority. An example is the satisfactory
identification of the record(s) being sub-
mitted. Legal requirements are the most fun-
damental and, therefore, the most important
to satisfy when microfilmed images, or paper
enlargements thereof, are submitted into a
legal proceeding.

Quality control requirements are procedures
to achieve a consistently high grade product.
Every microfilm operation should utilize
some quality controls in the production
(preparation, filming, processing, inspection,
duplication, etc.) of microfilm. An essential
quality control requirement is the evaluation
of background density.

Archival requirements are those which must
be satisfied in order for the microfilm to last
indefinitely, i.e. for many centuries. An ex-
ample is storing the film in an environment
where the relative humidity ranges between
20 to 40 percent and any changes do not ex-
ceed a five percent deviation within a 24
hour period.

It is very important that these legal, quality
control and archival requirements be con-
sidered in their proper perspective. Although
these different types of requirements are not
interdependent, they are interrelated in what
are sometimes nebulous and ambiguous ways.
Three examples illustrate the potential comp-
lexity of the situation.

First: many regulations call for the produc-
tion of archival film. Achieving archival
quality, however, does not assure acceptance
of that film in a legal proceeding. Conversely,
microfilm that satisfies all of the legal
requirements of a court or regulatory pro-
ceeding may not be archival.

Second: micrographic quality controls such
as density and resolution tests are an essen-
tial part of producing consistently good
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● Quality Controls
—Verifying the completeness of

the microimages against the
original records

—Reducing the residual thiosul-
phate (hype) on wet processed
silver film to an approved level

—Attaining acceptable back-
ground density on the microfilm

—Achieving satisfactory resolu-
tion and clarity of the micro-
images

● Packaging
—Splicing roll film in such a way

as to ensure strength and inte-
grity

—Labeling the microform accu-
rately and completely to ensure
prompt retrieval

‘ ● Storage< k —Duplicate security copy
—Atmospheric conditions
—Periodic review of master film

. Retrieval
—Timeliness (speed)
—Hard copy (paper) reproduction
—Polarity of prints
—Blow back size
—Responsibility for furnishing

the retrieval equipment

In addition to all of these conditions for
the legal acceptance of microfilm, certain
laws and regulations have stipulations re-
garding destruction of the records (the orig-
inal paper) after they have been filmed as well
as the film itself when it has completed its
scheduled retention.

It should be noted that not all of the laws
and regulations contain all of the more than
25 possible conditions; however, some of
these conditions are included in a great many
different laws and regulations. Accordingly,
the laws which are deemed relevant to each
microfilm application should be reviewed
carefully to determine which conditions are
applicable,

Before considering how a microfilm system
could be implemented to meet the many dif-
ferent conditions of microfilm laws and
regulations, two important points must be
underscored.

First, the information that follows in this
section is not presented as legal advice.
Rather, it is offered as a micrographics
guideline for implementing a microfilm
system that should be legally acceptable.

Second, it should not be inferred that
there is only one way to implement a
legally acceptable microfilm system. In
fact, there are many different ways. Thus,
the specific guidelines which are pre-
sented should be viewed as suggestions,
not rules.

The “how-to-do’* guidelines presented in this
section are organized into three parts: sup-
plies, equipment and procedures. Within
each of these subdivisions, the specific legal
conditions are identified together with pro-
posed courses of action to satisfy those
conditions.

1. SUPPLIES
Original Film

Three general types of original film are avail-
able: wet processed silver, dry processed
silver and chemically updatable. Wet pro-
cessed silver film is the most preferred in
the laws and regulations. Specifically, it is
film which meets the following American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) stan-
dards:

●

●

●

ANSI PH 1.25-1976, Specifications
for Safety Photographic Film,
ANSI PH 1.28-1976, Specifications
for Photographic Film for Archival
Records, Silver-Gelatin Type, on
Cellulose Ester Base,
ANSI PH 1.41-1976, Specifications
for Photographic Film for Archival
Records, Silver-Gelatin Type, on
Polyester Base, and
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